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Abstract. Information overloading introduced by the large amount of data that is spread over the Internet must be faced in an appropriate way. The dynamism and the uncertainty of the Internet, along with the heterogeneity of the sources of information are the two main challenges for the today’s technologies related to information management. In the area of information integration, this paper proposes an approach based on mobile software agents integrated in the MOMIS (Mediator envirOnment for Multiple Information Sources) infrastructure, which enables semi-automatic information integration to deal with the integration and query of multiple, heterogeneous information sources (relational, object, XML and semi-structured sources). The exploitation of mobile agents in MOMIS can significantly increase the flexibility of the system. In fact, their characteristics of autonomy and adaptability well suit distributed and open environments, such as the Internet. The aim of this paper is to show the advantages of the introduction in the MOMIS infrastructure of intelligent and mobile software agents for the autonomous management and coordination of integration and query processing over heterogeneous data sources.

1 Introduction

Information in the Internet world is spread and highly heterogeneous, and providing an integrated access to multiple sources is a challenging issue concerning cooperation and interoperability in global information systems. In the past, companies have equipped themselves with data storing systems building up informative systems containing data that are related one another, but which are often redundant, heterogeneous and not always substantial. The problems that have to be faced in this field are mainly due to both structural and application heterogeneity of the sources, as well as to the lack of a common ontology, causing semantic differences between information sources. Moreover, these semantic differences can cause different kinds of
conflicts, ranging from simple contradictions in name use, to structural conflicts. With respect to conventional view integration techniques [4], in the large scale there are complicating factors due to the semantic heterogeneity of the sources. Therefore, to meet the requirements of global, Internet-based information systems, it is important that the tools developed for supporting these activities are semi-automatic and scalable as much as possible.

To face the issues related to scalability in the large-scale, in this paper we propose the exploitation of the MOMIS (Mediator environment for Multiple Information Sources) infrastructure, which focuses on capturing and reasoning about semantic aspects of schema descriptions of heterogeneous information sources, enhanced by the integration of mobile agents for supporting integration and query optimization.

MOMIS [7, 11, 8, 10] is an infrastructure for information integration that deals with the integration and query of multiple, heterogeneous information sources, containing structured and semistructured data. MOMIS is a support system for semiautomatic integration of heterogeneous sources schema (relational, object, XML and semistructured sources); it carries out integration following a semantic approach which uses Description logics-based techniques, clustering techniques and an ODM-ODMG [21] extended model to represent extracted and integrated information, $ODM_{13}$. Using the ODL$_{13}$ language, referred to the $ODM_{13}$ model, it is possible to describe the sources (local schema) and MOMIS supports the designer in the generation of an integrated view of all the sources (Global Virtual View), which is expressed using XML standard. The use of XML in the definition of the Global Virtual View lets to use MOMIS infrastructure with other open integration information systems by the interchange of XML data files.

In a wide and open environment, such as the Internet, MOMIS suffers from some limitations related to the uncertainty and the unreliability intrinsic to large-scale environments. Moreover, a better management of the connections and the exchanges of information help MOMIS in saving network resources. The exploitation of mobile agents can overcome such limitations and increase flexibility. In fact, they well suit the requirements of Internet applications thanks to their characteristics. The agency feature [31] permits them to exhibit a high degree of autonomy with regard to the users: they try to carry out their tasks in a proactive way, reacting to the changes of the environment they are hosted. The mobility feature [32] takes several advantages in a wide and unreliable environment such as the Internet. First, mobile agents can significantly save bandwidth, by moving locally to the resources they need and by carrying the code to manage them. Moreover, mobile agents can deal with non-continuous network connection and, as a consequence, they intrinsically suit mobile computing systems. All these features are particularly suitable in the information retrieval area [15].

In this paper we show the advantages of the introduction in the MOMIS architecture of intelligent and mobile software agents for the autonomous management and coordination of the integration and query processes over heterogeneous data sources. In particular:

- agents can be exploited to manage the sources in an autonomous and intelligent way;
agents, by moving on the source sites, can save bandwidth and deal with unstable connections;
- depending on the queries and on the source site locations, agents allow to choose the best one among
different query strategies;
- mobile agents well fit a scenario where users, sources or both can be mobile.

The outline of this paper is the following: Section 2 introduces the architecture of the system and ex-
plains the roles of the agents. Section 3 shows how the sources are managed and integrated, by means of an
example in the area of car catalogues. Section 4 presents the related work. Section 5 concludes the paper
and sketches some future work.

2 The System Architecture

MOMIS provides a set of techniques for the designer to face common problems that arise when inte-
grating pre-existing information sources, containing both semistructured and structured data. Like other integration
projects [1, 38], MOMIS follows a “semantic approach” to information integration based on the conceptual
schema, or metadata, of the information sources, and on the I² architecture [30]. In the following we present
the extension of MOMIS by integrating software agents (both fixed and mobile) to which delegate specific
tasks (see Figure 1). In the rest of the paper we refer to MOMIS as the new infrastructure including agents.
The resulting architecture is composed by the following components:

1. a common data model, ODM_{I²}, and the corresponding ODL_{I²} language, to describe source schemas for
integration purposes. ODM_{I²} and ODL_{I²} have been defined in MOMIS as subset of the corresponding
ones in ODMG, following the proposal for a standard mediator language developed by the I²/POB
working group [14]. In addition, ODL_{I²} introduces new constructors to support the semantic integration
process;

2. Wrapper agents, placed over each sources, translate metadata descriptions of the sources into the com-
mon ODL_{I²} representation, translate (reformulate) a global query expressed in the OQL_{I²} query lan-
guage into queries expressed in the sources languages and export query result data set;

3. a Mediator, which is composed of two components in its turn: the Global Schema Builder (GSB) and
the Query Manager (QM). The Global Schema Builder component processes and integrates ODL_{I²} descri-
butions received from wrapper agents to derive the integrated representation of the information
sources. The QM component performs query processing and optimization. Starting from each query
posed by the user on the Global Schema, the QM generates OQL_{I²} queries that are sent to wrapper
agents by exploiting query agents, which are mobile agents. QM automatically generates the translation
of the query into a corresponding set of sub-queries for the sources and synthesizes a unified global
answer for the user.
MOMIS provides the capability of explicitly introducing many kinds of knowledge for integration, such as integrity constraints, intra- and inter-source intensional and extensional relationships, and designer supplied domain knowledge. A Common Thesaurus, which has the role of a shared ontology of the source is built in a semi-automatic way. The Common Thesaurus is a set of intra and inter-schema intensional and extensional relationships, describing the knowledge about classes and attributes of sources schemas; it provides a reference on which to base the identification of classes candidate to integration and subsequent derivation of their global representation.

MOMIS supports information integration in the creation of an integrated view of all sources (Global Virtual View) in a way automated as much as possible and performs revision and validation of the various kinds of knowledge used for the integration. To this end, MOMIS combines reasoning capabilities of Description Logics with affinity-based clustering techniques, by exploiting a common ontology for the sources built by using lexical knowledge from WordNet [29, 34].

The Global Virtual View is expressed by using XML standard, to guarantee the interoperability with other open integration system prototypes.

---

1 OQL\textsubscript{23} is a subset of OQL-ODMG.
2.1 The Roles of the Agents

The agents exploited by our system are developed in Jade [5], a Java-based agent platform which enables also mobility.

In our architecture, agents have two main roles. On the one hand, the wrappers are agents that convert the source information and react to source changes. On the other hand, the QM exploits mobile agents to carry out the retrieval of information.

When a new source has to be integrated in MOMIS, a mobile agent moves to the site where the source resides. Such agent checks the source type and autonomously installs the needed driver to convert the source information. Moreover, a fixed agent, called wrapper agent, is left at this site to preside the source (represented by rounded boxes in Figure 1). Besides interacting with query agents as described later, the wrapper agents monitor the changes that may occur in the data structure of sources; in fact, the integration of a source is performed once at the beginning, while queries occur later, even after a long period, during which the source may be modified. When a change occurs in a source, the corresponding wrapper agent creates an appropriate mobile agent that moves to the MOMIS site to inform about the new structure, so as to update the Global Schema. In this case, the autonomy feature of agents helps in deciding how to deal with the occurred changes. This feature make our system extremely flexible. In fact, an agent-based architecture can be exploited to add flexibility if the mediator system has to manage semistructured sources. As stated previously, semistructured data represent irregular, unknown or often changing structure set of data. An architecture that is able to perceive changes in source schemas and that gives mechanisms to autonomously evaluate the total impact of a change over the whole schema, needs less interactions with the designer.

Fig. 2. A trip query
The QM works as follows. When a user queries the global schema, it generates a set of sub-queries to be sent to the single sources. To this purpose, it can exploit one or more query agents, which move to the source sites where they interact with the wrapper agents (see the “moving smiles” in Figure 1). The QM chooses the number of query agents to use by a component that analyzes each query [3]. In some cases, it is better to delegate the search to a single query agent, which performs a “trip” visiting each source site: it can start from the source that is supposed to reduce the further searches in the most significant way, then continues to visit source sites, performing queries on the basis of the already-found information (see Figure 2). In other cases, sub-queries are likely to be quite independent, so it is better to delegate several query agents, one for each source site: in this way the searches are performed concurrently with a high degree of parallelism (see Figure 3). In any case, the peculiar features of mobile agents are exploited and make the MOMIS searches suitable to the Internet environment. First, by moving locally to the source site, a query agent permits to significantly save bandwidth, because it is not necessary to transfer a large amount of data, but the search computation is performed locally where the data resides. Second, MOMIS can query also sources that do not have continuous connections: the query agent moves to the source site when the connection is available, performs locally the search even if the connection is unstable or unavailable, and then returns to the QM site as soon as the connection is available again. Finally, this fits well mobile computing, where mobile devices (which can host users, MOMIS, or sources) do not have permanent connections with the fixed network infrastructure.

As stated above, agents must interact and coordinate with each other to accomplish their tasks. In particular, an interaction that worth being outlined is the one between the query agents and the wrapper agents.
When a query agent arrives at a site where a source resides, it has to submit its query to the wrapper agent, and, then, to retrieve the results. This interaction can occur by using different protocols. MOMIS agents exploit FIPA speech acts to exchange information, and we think it is the simplest way because it enables to send the wrapper agent a message containing the query itself. However, it is not obvious that such communication mechanism is allowed on every site, because of security and localization issues. Another possible protocol that we are evaluating is based on a shared data spaces where agents put and retrieve messages, uncoupling in this way the interactions and achieving more flexibility. See [17] for a comparison among different kinds of coordination for Internet applications based on mobile agents; an approach that is gaining ground more and more in the Internet-agent area is the one based on programmable tuple spaces [16], which enable context-dependent coordination [19].

2.2 Wrapping semistructured sources

During the information integration process, many problems arise due to structural and implementation heterogeneity (including for example differences in hardware platforms, DBMS, data languages) and from the semantic heterogeneity, when different names are employed to represent the same information (naming conflicts) or when different modelling constructs are used in different sources to represent the same kind of information. In the following we explain the approach adopted by a wrapper agent to manage interaction with the sources.

To manage the implementation heterogeneity, a mediator system typically encapsulates each source by a wrapper, which logically converts the underlying data structure to the common data model. Thus, the wrapper architecture and interfaces are crucial, for managing the diversity of data sources [38].

In particular, the main tasks of a wrapper component are:

– during the integration process, the wrapper translates the schema of a source into the common data model of the mediator (in our approach by using the language ODL);
– during the querying process, the wrapper converts queries posed over the common data model into requests suitable for the sources, and it converts data returned by the source into the common data model.

For a conventional structured information source (e.g. relational databases or object oriented databases), the schema description is always available and can be directly translated into the selected common data model by the available wrappers. For example, for object oriented databases and flat files, MOMIS wrappers perform a syntactic translation, while for relational databases the translation is based on transformation rule-sets, as described in [24], to perform relational to ODMG schema conversion. For semistructured information sources (e.g., Web data sources), a schema description is in general not directly available at the
 sources; in fact, a basic characteristic of semistructured data is that they are “self-describing”, hence the information associated with the schema is specified within data [12].

Thus, to integrate a semistructured source, a specific wrapper has to implement a (semi)-automatic methodology to extract and explicitly represent the schema of the source. In [35, 13] methodologies to extract structures from semistructured data files are proposed. Moreover, in order to integrate semistructured information sources, we have to take into account that several data models representing this kind of source have been proposed in literature. In particular, the OEM model (Object Exchange Model) may be thought as the de facto model to represent semistructured data. It was originally introduced for the Tsimmis data integration project [22].

Following the OEM model, MOMIS represents semistructured information sources as rooted, labeled graphs with the semistructured data (e.g., an image or free-form text) as nodes and labels on edges. A semistructured object (object, for short) can be viewed as a triple of the form $<id, label, value>$, where $id$ is the object identifier, $label$ is a string describing what the object represents, and $value$ is the value, that can be atomic or complex. An atomic value can be integer, real, string, image, while the complex value is a set of semistructured objects, that is, a set of pairs $(id, label)$. A complex object can be thought as the parent of all the objects that form its value (children objects). A given object can have one or more parents. We denote the fact that an object $so'$ is a child object of another object $so$ by $so \rightarrow so'$ and use notation $label(so)$ to denote the label of $so$. In semistructured data models, labels are descriptive as much as possible. Generally, the same label is assigned to all objects describing the same concept in a given source. To represent the schema of a semistructured source $S$, we introduce the notion of object pattern. All objects $so$ of $S$ are partitioned into disjoint sets, denoted set, such that all objects belonging to the same set have the same label. An object pattern is then extracted from each set to represent all the objects in the set. Then, an object pattern is representative of all different objects that describe the same concept in a given semistructured source. An object pattern description follows open world semantics typical of the Description Logics approach [44]. Objects conforming to a pattern share a common minimal structure represented by non-optional properties, but can have further additional (i.e., optional) properties. In this way, objects in a semistructured data source can evolve and add new properties, but they will be retrieved as valid instances of the corresponding object pattern when processing a query. In the following, we describe an example of wrapper, in particular, in charge of dealing with XML sources.

**A wrapper for XML-based files** According to the adopted data model (ODM$_{12}$), we developed a wrapper to manage XML files. This wrapper aims to map the data model of an XML file into the corresponding object pattern model. This wrapper could be thought as the core of further extensions that aim at managing other XML based files, such as XHTML files.
The Extensible Markup Language (XML) [43] is a W3C recommendation and it arises as a language to describe information sources by using a universal format. One of the main goals of this standard is to exchange files across the Internet. In comparison with HTML, XML can be synthesized as follows [40]:

- The user may define personal tag names at will;
- The structure of the XML file may include tags nested to any level;
- A XML file may include a description of its structure for use by applications that need to perform structural validation. This definition is called DTD (Document Type Definition).

In this way, a XML file may be thought as self-describing like a semistructured data source. The main analogies with our model of a semistructured data source may be summarized as follows:

- object pattern attribute → XML tag
- object pattern → DTD element
- atomic value of an object pattern attribute → PCDATA value

By using this mapping, our wrapper parses the DTD associated to each well-formed XML file and generates a translation from an XML statement into an ODL statement. This mapping implies some critical aspects due to the lack of semantics of XML w.r.t. ODL. In particular, the most relevant are: the order in which attributes are described in the DTD, the translation of the concept of attribute from XML language into ODL language, the poor type system provided by XML and the weak semantics of intra-schema references. In the latter case, to avoid loss of information during the translation process, the designer may be asked to supply further information by a graphical interface. XML Schema, a recent W3C standard, allows to express more semantics on structures and datatypes, by using a XML-based language. Our wrapper is able to integrate XML-Schema sources generating a more significant translation in ODL, furthermore the wrapper can be extended to manage other XML-based languages (i.e. RDF, XHTML).

### 3 Integration Process

The MOMIS approach to perform Global Virtual View is articulated in the following phases:

1. **Generation of a Common Thesaurus.**
   
   The Common Thesaurus is a set of terminological intensional and extensional relationships, describing intra and inter-schema knowledge about classes and attributes of sources schemas. We express intra and inter-schema knowledge in form of terminological and extensional relationships (synonymy, hyponymy and relationship) between classes and/or attribute names. In this phase, to extract lexicon derived relationships the WordNet database is used.
2. Affinity analysis of classes.

Relationships in the Common Thesaurus are used to evaluate the level of affinity between classes, both intra and inter sources. The concept of affinity is introduced to formalize the kind of relationships that can occur between classes from the integration point of view. The affinity of two classes is established by means of affinity coefficients based on class names, class structures and relationships in Common Thesaurus.

3. Clustering classes.

Classes with affinity in different sources are grouped together in clusters using hierarchical clustering techniques. The goal is to identify the classes that have to be integrated since describing the same or semantically related information.


Unification of affinity clusters leads to the construction of the predicted schema. A class is defined for each cluster, which is representative of all cluster's classes and is characterized by the union of their attributes. The global schema for the analyzed sources is composed of all classes derived from clusters, and is the basis for posing queries against the sources.

3.1 Running Example

In order to illustrate how the MOMIS approach works, we will use the following example of integration in the Car manufacturing catalogs, involving two different data-sources that collect information about vehicle. The first data-source is the FIAT catalog, containing semistructured XML information about cars of the Italian car factory (see Figure 4).
The second data-source is the Volkswagen database (vw) reported in Figure 5, a relational database containing information about this kind of car. Both database schemata are built by analyzing the web site of this factory.

In the following we introduce the generation of the Common Thesaurus associated with the example domain, starting from the lexicon relationships definition by using Wordnet.

3.2 Generation of a Common Thesaurus

The Common Thesaurus is a set of terminological intensional and extensional relationships, describing intra and inter-schema knowledge about classes and attributes of sources schemas; it provides a reference to define the identification of classes candidate to integration and subsequent derivation of their global representation. In the Common Thesaurus, we express knowledge in form of intensional relationships (SYN, BT, NT, and RT) and extensional relationships (SYN\textsubscript{ext}, BT\textsubscript{ext}, and NT\textsubscript{ext} between classes and/or attribute names.

The Common Thesaurus is constructed through an incremental process during which relationships are added in the following order:

1. schema-derived relationships: Intensional and extensional relationships holding at intra-schema level. These relationships are extracted analyzing each ODL\textsubscript{fs} schema separately. In particular, intra-schema RT relationships are extracted from the specification of foreign keys in relational source schemas or complex attributes (relationships) in object oriented database. When a foreign key is also a primary key both in the original and in the referenced relation, a BT/NT relationship is extracted. We show the most significant intra-schema relationship automatically generated from MOMIS:

\[
\text{vw.Model RT vw.vehicle} \]
\[
\text{vw.Model RT vw.motor} \]
\[
\text{fiat.engine RT fiat.car} \]
2. *lexical-derived relationships*: Terminological relationships holding at inter-schema level are extracted by analyzing different sources ODL schemas together according to the Wordnet supplied ontology. Consider the **fiat** and the **vw** sources, the most significant lexical relationships derived using WordNet are the following:

- {fiat.car SYN vw.vehicle}
- {fiat.engine.compression_ratio SYN vw.motor.compression_ratio}
- {fiat.dimension BT vw.vehicle.width}

3. *designer-supplied relationships*: Intensional and extensional relationships supplied directly by the designer, to capture specific domain knowledge about the source schemata. Consider the **vw** source, in which the model entity can be considered as a specialization of the vehicle entity. This relationship can not be automatically extracted using both the lexical and the structural approaches, hence we supplied the following relationship:

- {vw.Model NT fiat.car}

This is a crucial operation, because the new relationships are forced to belong to the Common Thesaurus and thus used to generate the global integrated schema. This means that, if a nonsense or wrong relationship is inserted, the subsequent integration process can produce a wrong global schema. Our system helps the designer in detecting wrong relationships by performing a *Relationships validation* step with ODB-Tools. Validation is based on the compatibility of domains associated with attributes. Referring to the Common Thesaurus resulting from our example, we show some significant relationships (for each relationship, control flag [1] denotes a valid relationship, while [0] an invalid one):

- {fiat.performance.combined_consumption RT (vw.fuel_consumption.highway _km_)} [0]
- {fiat.dimensions BT vw.vehicle.height} [1]
- {vw.Model.name RT vw.vehicle.name} [1]

4. *inferred relationships*: in this step MOMIS performs reasoning about the Common Thesaurus relationships by exploiting the subsumption and inheritance computation performed by ODB-Tools [9]. In the examined domain ODB-Tools system infers the following relationships:

- {vw.Model RT fiat.dimensions}
- {vw.Model NT fiat.engine}
- {vw.motor NT fiat.car}

All these relationships are added to the Common Thesaurus and thus considered in the subsequent phase of construction of Global Schema. For a more detailed description of the above described process see [10].
Terminological relationships defined in each step hold at the intensional level by definition. Furthermore, in each of the above step the designer may “strengthen” a terminological relationships SYN, BT and NT between two classes $C_1$ and $C_2$ by establishing that they hold also at the extensional level, thus defining also an extensional relationship. The specification of an extensional relationship, on one hand, implies the insertion of a corresponding intensional relationship in the Common Thesaurus and, on the other hand, enable subsumption computation (i.e., inferred relationships) and consistency checking between the two classes $C_1$ and $C_2$.

Global Class and Mapping Tables

Starting from the output of the cluster generation, we define, for each cluster, a Global Class that represents the mediated view of all the classes of the cluster. For each global class a set of global attributes and, for each of them, the intensional mappings with the local attributes (i.e. the attributes of the local classes belonging to the cluster) are given$^2$.

Shortly, we can say that the global attributes are obtained in two steps: (1) Union of the attributes of all the classes belonging to the cluster; (2) Fusion of the “similar” attributes; in this step redundancies are eliminated in a semi-automatic way taking into account the relationships stored in the Common Thesaurus. For each global class a persistent mapping-table storing all the intensional mappings is generated; it is a table whose columns represent the set of the local classes which belong to the cluster and whose rows represent the global attributes.

The final step of the integration process provides the export of the Global Virtual View into a XML DTD, by adding the appropriate XML TAGs to represent the mapping table relationships. The use of XML in the definition of the Global Virtual View lets to use MOMIS infrastructure with other open integration information systems by the interchange of an XML data file. In addition, the Common Thesaurus is translated into XML file, so that MOMIS may provide a shared ontology that can be used by different semantic ontology languages [25, 23].

In the referring example the following Global Classes are defined:

- Vehicle: contains the vehicle, model, car source classes and a global attributes indicates the source name;
- Engine: contains the engine, motor source classes;
- Performance: contains the performance, fuel_consumption source classes;
- Dimensions: contains the dimensions source class.

$^2$ For a detailed description of the mapping selection and of the tool SI-Designer which assist the designer in this integration phase see [6].
Dynamic local schema modification

Now, let suppose that a modification occurs in a local source, for example in the FIAT DTD a new element truck is added:

```xml
<!ELEMENT truck(name, engine, dimensions, price, capacity)>
```

In this case the local wrapper agent that resides at the FIAT source creates a mobile agent that goes to the MOMIS site and checks the permission to modify the Global Schema: if the agent is enabled, it directly performs the integration phases (i.e. Common Thesaurus, Clustering, Mapping Generation) caused by the schema modification and notifies to the Integration Designer its actions. Otherwise, if the agent has not enough rights, it delegates the whole integration re-process to the Integration Designer.

In our example the new truck element is inserted by the local wrapper agent in the Vehicle Global Class and the mapping is performed.

3.3 The Query Manager Agents

The user application interacts with MOMIS to query the Global Virtual View by using the OQL$_{O}$ language. This phase is performed by the QM component that generates the OQL$_{O}$ queries for wrapper agents, starting from a global OQL$_{O}$ query formulated by the user on the global schema. Using Description Logics techniques, the QM component can generate in an automatic way the translation of the generic OQL$_{O}$ query into different sub-query, one for each involved local source. The query agents are mobile agents in charge of sending such sub-queries to the data source sites and there they interact with the local wrapper agents to carry out the queries; then they report the data result to the QM. To achieve the global answer, the QM has to merge each local sub-query result reported by an agent into a unified data set. This process involves the solution of redundancy and reconciliation problems, due to the incomplete and overlapping information available on the local sources, i.e. Object Fusion [36].

For example, the query “retrieve the car name and price for power levels present in every sources”, is expressed as follows:

```sql
Q: select V1.name, V1.power, V1.price,
   from vehicle V1
   where 1 <= (select count(*)
               from vehicle V2
               where V2.power = V1.power
               and V2.source <> V1.source)
```
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The QM, by the query reformulation process [10], defines the following local queries (QL1 expressed by SQL and QL2 by XQuery [39]):

QL1: select M1.name, Motor.KW, M1.price
    from vw.Model M1, vw.Motor
    where M1.cod_m = Motor.cod_m

QL2: FOR $C in document("fiat.xml")//car
    RETURN
    <car>
        <name>$C/name</name>
        <price>$C/price</price>
        <kw>$C/engine/power_kw</kw>
    </car>

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 6.** Parallel queries to two sources with the size of exchanged data

Since the two queries are independent, the QM could assign each one to a query agent, so as the retrieving process is executed in parallel by two agents that move to the two local sources (see Figure 6). After having performed the query, each query agent comes back to the MOMIS site and returns the data result
to the QM, which fuses the two data-set obtaining the final result (in the example the fusion is obtained by joining the data-set on the power attribute). The final query is the following:

\[
QF: \text{select DISTINCT } QL1.\text{name}, QL1.\text{KW}, QL1.\text{price} \\
\text{from } QL1, QL2 \\
\text{where } QL1.\text{KW} = QL2.\text{power_kw} \\
\text{UNION} \\
\text{select DISTINCT } QL2.\text{name}, QL2.\text{power_kw}, QL2.\text{price} \\
\text{from } QL1, QL2 \\
\text{where } QL1.\text{KW} = QL2.\text{power_kw}
\]

Let us suppose that each query ($QL1, QL2$) reports an amount of $N$ Kbytes of data results and that the join query $QF$ maintains only the 50\% of data ($N/2$). The total amount of transferred data is $2 \times N$ Kbytes, while the "useful" data is $N$ Kbytes.

![Query Manager Diagram](image)

**Fig. 7.** Query agent interactions can decrease the size of the exchanged data

Following a more autonomous approach, for this class of queries (i.e., where a fusion of data derived by different local sources is necessary) the data process should be moved to the systems where sources reside to minimize the data transfer. In fact, query agents can obtain intermediate results, which are sent to other query agents to perform fusion at the local sites (see Figure 7).

For instance, the following service queries using local query language are added:

\[
QS1: \text{select DISTINCT Motor.KW}
\]
from vw.Motor

QS2: FOR $KW in distinct(document("fiat.xml")//car)
    RETURN
    <kw>$KW</kw>

These service queries are executed by each query agents to the local sources and the data results (containing only the available engine power) are exchanged with the other agent. Let us suppose that the data amount of these service queries are negligible. In each single source the intermediate data set is joined to the local queries to obtain the fused result (the join attributes are extracted from the mapping tables of which each query agent has a copy):

Q1: select DISTINCT QL1.name, QL1.KW, QL1.price
    from QL1, QS2
    where QL1.KW = QS2.power_kw

Q2: select DISTINCT QL2.name, QL2.power_kw, QL2.price
    from QL2, QS1
    where QL2.power_kw = QS1.KW

In this way, the union of Q1 and Q2 results are the same obtained by the first shown approach, while the data transfer amount with the MOMIS central site is drastically reduced, since only the request data are moved by the agent. Supposing that a short negligible message (the service queries) between the agents implies a transfer of only the "useful" data to MOMIS, the total amount of transferred data is now about N Kbytes, less of the 2 * N Kbytes of the previous approach.

Moreover, if the sites of the involved sources are "near" (in Internet metrics) one each other but are "distant" from the MOMIS site, one query agent that performs a trip query (see Figure 8 side a) requires only two connection transfers between distant sites (one to go and one to come back), while a traditional client-server approach would require two of such connections for each remote source (see Figure 8 side b), thus wasting more bandwidth. For instance, if an American user want to get information about Italian car, all source sites are likely to be located in Europe, while the MOMIS site managing the request is located at the other side of the Atlantic Ocean.
4 Related Work

Although there are several mobile-agent approaches concerning information retrieval [15, 45, 3], demonstrating that mobility can be effectively exploited in distributed information management, there are few agent-based approaches in the area of information integration.

A significative work is the MCC InfoSleuth(tm) [37, 27]. It is an agent-based system for information gathering and analysis tasks performed over networks of autonomous information sources. A key motivation of the InfoSleuth system is that real information gathering applications require long-running monitoring and integration of information at various levels of abstraction. To this end, InfoSleuth agents enable a loose integration of technologies allowing: (1) extraction of semantic concepts from autonomous information sources; (2) registration and integration of semantically annotated information from different sources; and (3) temporal monitoring, information routing, and identification of trends appearing across sources in the information network. Another experience is the RETSINA multi-agent infrastructure for in-context information retrieval [41]. In particular, the LARKS description language [42] is defined to realize the agent matchmaking process (at both syntactic and semantic level) by using several different filters: Context, Profile, Similarity, Signature and Constraint matching. Differently from our approach, both InfoSleuth and
RETSINA does not take advantage from the mobility feature of the agents, which we consider fundamental in a dynamic and uncertain environment such as the Internet.

In the area of heterogeneous information integration, many projects based on a mediator architecture have been developed. The mediator-based TSIMMIS project [22] follows a ‘structural’ approach and uses a self-describing model (OEM) to represent heterogeneous data sources, rules expressed in MSL (Mediator Specification Language) to enforce source integration and pattern matching techniques to perform a predefined set of queries based on a query template. Differently from MOMIS proposal, in TSIMMIS only the predefined queries may be executed and for each source modification a manually mediator rules rewriting must be performed.

In the following we present other systems, whose main difference with regard to MOMIS is the lack of a tool aid-support for the designer in the integration process.

The GARLIC project [20] builds up on a complex wrapper architecture to describe the local sources with an OO language (GDL), and on the definition of Garlic Complex Objects to manually unify the local sources to define a global schema.

The SIMS project [2] proposes to create a global schema definition by exploiting the use of Description Logics (i.e., the LOOM language) for describing information sources. The use of a global schema allows both GARLIC and SIMS projects to support all possible user queries on the schema instead of a predefined subset of them.

The Information Manifold system [33] provides a source independent and query independent mediator. The input schema of Information Manifold is a set of descriptions of the sources. Given a query, the system will create a plan for answering the query using the underlying source descriptions. Algorithms to decide the useful information sources and to generate the query plan have been implemented. The integrated schema is defined mainly manually by the designer, while in our approach it is tool-supported.

Infomaster [28] provides integrated access to multiple distributed heterogenous information sources giving the illusion of a centralized, homogeneous information system. It is based on a global schema, completely modelled by the user, and a core system that dynamically determines an efficient plan to answer the user’s queries by using translation rules to harmonize possible heterogeneities across the sources.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has presented how a system for information integration can be improved by the exploitation of mobile agents. In particular, agents are useful in the management of the sources, which, in an open and dynamic scenario like the Internet, can be spread and can change in a uncontrolled way. The mobility feature permits to overcome the limitations of the traditional approaches of distributed systems.

With regard to future work, we sketch some research directions.
The first one relates to the dynamic integration of information sources. Currently, when a new source is added (or when is deleted), the MOMIS system has to be restarted. Our aim is to allow source integration at runtime, possibly by exploiting mobile agents that search for interesting new sources or check the request of an administrator to integrate his new source. This will permit to face the high degree of dynamism of the Internet.

Then, we are evaluating which further components of the system can be modelled as agents, and, in particular, which ones can take advantage from the mobility feature. The fact that some components may be mobile permits to deploy the whole system in a more flexible and adaptable way.

Finally, an area that is worth to be explored is the interaction between agents, which can occur in different ways and with different languages. Appropriate languages or interaction means should be chosen to grant interoperability and flexibility to agent-based systems. On the one hand, complex languages for the knowledge exchange have been proposed [26]; on the other hand, mobility of agents promotes the adoption of simple and uncoupled coordination protocols [18].
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